
Titan Organics Explorer

1. Why Titan’s surface
2. What should be done there
3. How it could be done



The three great questions:

1. Why does Titan have an atmosphere?
2. How much methane has been/is
available for photochemistry?
3. How far has organic chemistry gone
on Titan’s surface?



Dobrescu

ethane 300-600 m liquid
acetylene 100   m solid
propane  20   m liquid
hydrogen cyanide  20   m solid
cyanoacetylene    2   m solid
cyanogen    0.8   m solid
carbon dioxide    0.02   m solid

If photochemistry has
proceeded without
interruption for 4.5
billion years then the
depths of the surface
deposits are:

But at the current
rate, the chemistry
will deplete
atmospheric methane
in roughly a few
percent of the age of
the solar system.



Lobate flows and dark patches;
dearth of craters

Cassini Huygens data suggest an Earth-like balance of
processes

Smallest features visible are ~ 500 meters across
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Mobility for selectivity is essential









Different styles east vs west. Stubby networks suggest spring sapping.
Could the highland be the “tongue” of a highly viscous, lobate flow

–hence ammonia-water volcanism? (Lanagan et al., 2005)

4x6 km wide frame



Gas
chromatograph and
mass spectrometer:
surface is charged
with methane,
ethane (Niemann
et al., 2005



S,B,Cu
Na,P

(O’Brien et al., 2005) catalysts
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•Self propelled airship or ambient gas passive balloon are the baseline and backup
Choose an aerial platform over stationary lander to allow a greater
survey/surface coverage independent of surface texture/mobility, with just vertical
buoyancy control for surface sampling
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